on it because attitude elaboration is known to play an important role in determining the state of an explicit attitude. Greater elaboration has been shown to make attitudes more temporally stable, resistant to persuasion, and predictive of behavior (Petty & Wegener, 2001; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986) . We argue that the act of elaboration can provide the opportunity for implicit and explicit attitudes to achieve greater correspondence either by the automatization of explicit responses (Logan, 1988) , the greater accessibility of automatic evaluations, or simply that the two modes of evaluation are similarly and simultaneously influenced by the exercise of elaboration. In one study, participants spent 30 minutes thinking about an attitude object. Immediately following this elaboration exercise, correspondence between implicit and explicit attitudes toward that object increased significantly compared to a control attitude object .
These data support the role of situational manipulations of self-presentation and elaboration in moderating IE correspondence. It is not yet clear whether either factor can explain stable differences in IE correspondence across attitude objects. Can self-presentation and elaboration help us understand why IE correspondence is high for math versus arts attitudes but low for flower versus insect attitudes? In addition, there is no evidence regarding possible interactive effects of self-presentation and elaboration. When selfpresentation demand is high, attitude elaboration may be irrelevant for IE correspondence because there are still many reasons to alter explicit responses (without the comparable opportunity to alter implicit responses). However, when presentation demand is low, there is little motivation to alter one's explicit responses, so variation in IE correspondence may be more heavily influenced by other factors, like attitude elaboration. In the next sections, we examine the role of self-presentation and elaboration in explaining variation in IE correspondence across attitude objects. We do this by synthesizing data collected from two sources. This analysis provides preliminary evidence for the viability of self-presentation and elaboration as explanatory factors in determining the relationship between implicit and explicit attitudes. Some evidence / A preliminary analysis of existing data Over the past 6 years, we have collected measures of implicit attitudes via two means: traditional laboratory and web-based data collections. The web-based data described in this paper were collected at two demonstration sites (http://www.yale.edu/implicit/; http://www.tolerance.org/) in which visitors have an opportunity to examine their own implicit biases for a variety of topics. We summarized subsets of these data, the procedures used to collect and analyze them, and the methodological issues to consider in their interpretation, in . Other portions of the data appear in two additional papers as well .
Studies were included in this synthesis if they met the following conditions: (1) the Implicit Association Test (IAT; Greenwald et al., 1998; Greenwald & Nosek, 2001 ) served as the measure of implicit evaluation; (2) the explicit measure either mapped directly on to the relative assessment of the IAT (e.g., I strongly prefer White people relative to Black people), or could easily be calculated by taking the difference between two single-item rating scales (e.g., warm-cold ratings for Black and White people); (3) the tasks assessed evaluative (good/bad) associations of the target concepts; and, (4) the target concepts were topics that would be familiar to the average American (to be sure that the raters could make informed presentation and elaboration ratings).
With these criteria, this review included eight web-based tasks and nine tasks collected in the traditional laboratory. For tasks appearing in multiple experiments, implicit-explicit correlations were calculated independently for each experiment and then averaged.
1 This conservative analytic approach avoids inflating the power of the test by combining multiple tests of the same attitude objects into a single index. Combining data resulted in IE correlations for 15 unique attitude objects: Arab-Muslims/Other people (web), creationism/evolution (2 studies), democrats/republicans (4 studies), fruit/bugs (1 study), science/humanities (3 studies), thin people/fat people (web; 2 studies), Black children/White children (web), dark-skin/light-skin (web), math/arts (web; 3 studies), Black people/White people (web; 3 studies), Gay people/Straight people (3 studies), flowers/insects (1 study), old people/young people (web), George Bush/Al Gore (web), and self/other (web).
Ten American raters were recruited to provide estimates of (a) the extent to which college-aged people in general would be likely to conceal preferences for one concept over the other for each of the pairs, and separately (b) the extent to which college-aged people in general would have spent time thinking about each of the object pairs. Reliability among the judges was in excess of .9 for both self-presentation and elaboration estimates. Table 1 summarizes the simple zero-order correlations between implicit and explicit attitudes toward 15 attitude object pairs. Across attitude objects, the relationship between implicit and explicit attitudes varies from a paltry r of .01 (age attitudes) to a strong r of .62 (Bush-Gore attitudes). The relationship between implicit and explicit attitudes is reliable, but variable across attitude objects. Implicit-explicit correspondence is a function of self-presentation and elaboration
To test whether perceived presentation demand and elaboration can explain variation in implicit-explicit correspondence, we conducted a simultaneous regression on implicit-explicit correspondence with selfpresentation and elaboration ratings as predictors. These two factors explained 55% of the variance in implicitexplicit correspondence (F(2,12) = 7.22, p = .009, adj R 2 = .47). Both perceived self-presentation demand (B = .08, SE B = .022, p = .003, ß = .84) and elaboration (B = .08, SE B = .028, p = .02, ß = .61) explained significant variation in implicit-explicit correspondence, despite the low power of the test. Given the extremely low power of this analysis, adding the interaction term of perceived selfpresentation demand and elaboration to the above model, is unlikely to produce a reliable effect. With this recognition, we conducted a second regression analysis including both the main effects of presentation and elaboration along with the interaction of those two factors. This model explained 62% of the variance in implicit-explicit correspondence (F(3,11) = 5.87, p = .01, adj R 2 = .51). The interaction term (B = .02, SE B = .016, p = .19, ß = .32) was in the right direction but, as expected, did not reach statistical significance. Shown another way, for the seven attitude objects lowest on self-presentation demand, variation in elaboration was strongly predictive of implicit-explicit correspondence (r = .85, p = .01), but for the seven attitude objects highest on self-presentation demand, the predictive power of elaboration was much weaker (r = .29, p = .52). Though underpowered, the increase in overall R 2 , the moderately sized ß, and the pattern of correlations suggest that the weaker the self-presentation demands, the greater is the role elaboration might play in predicting IE correspondence. This finding should be viewed as no more than a strong speculation regarding the interplay of various moderators of the IE relationship. The relationship between implicit and explicit attitudes is multiply-determined This initial research synthesis suggests that the relationship between implicit and explicit attitudes is determined by (at least) two factors -self-presentation and elaboration. A new formulation of the nature of the relationship between implicit and explicit attitudes must be devised to handle these observations. The independent evaluations view does not explain how reliable and predictable relationships can exist between implicit and explicit attitudes. And, the implicit as lie detector view does not anticipate that factors other than self-presentation will moderate IE correspondence. Developing strong theory about the functional relationship between implicit and explicit attitudes requires examination of other factors that could moderate the relationship (e.g., attitude accessibility, attitude importance), and attention to the cognitive processes that give rise to these two modes of evaluation. In other words, the same heavy doses of theorizing about explicit attitudes, if brought to bear on the IE relationship will quickly provide answers to the conditions under which they are likely to be associated or dissociated. 
